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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Let’s take a look at what new 40k codex books are left for 9th edition and if GW may still be on track for their 3-year 10th Edition reboot. Even though the releases for 40k have been a little slow, GW still has a chance to keep the reboot schedule for a new edition at some point in 2023. It’s time to start
thinking about what could be coming next and if they could squeeze the last few books in before they try to go to 10th. Hopefully, this means more people will actually be able to get their updated codex books a little before the 10th edition of Warhammer 40k. All The 40k Codex Books Left to be Released & 10th Edition Taking a look back to the start
of 8th Edition in 2017, perhaps we can see some pattern in how the 9th Edition codex release lineup will go? TL;DR The first Xenos codexes released for 8th Edition were: Craftworlds October 2017 Tyranids November 2017 And the first non-Marine Imperial books were: Adeptus Mechanicus September 2017 Astra Militarum October 2017
Unfortunately for both Craftworlds and Tyranids, they weren’t very early this time around, but at least they have finally grabbed books (or almost for the Nids). Now let’s see how the start of 9th compares with the start of 8th Edition: 8th Edition 40k: Year One Space Marines July 2017 Chaos Space Marines August 2017 Grey Knights August 2017
Adeptus Mechanicus September 2017 Death Guard September 2017 Astra Militarum October 2017 This is the first six, so it’s very similar to what we have currently for the 9th edition. Roughly looking at it here there are 4 Imperium codexes and 2 Chaos vs 9th edition’s 4 Imperium, 1 Chaos, and 1 Xenos. Relatively similar patterns trading in one
Chaos release for a Xenos release. It just looks like the Astra Militarium book was basically replaced by the Sisters book. Craftworlds October 2017 Tyranids November 2017 Blood Angels December 2017 Dark Angels December 2017 Adeptus Custodes January 2018 Chaos Daemons January 2018 Thousand Sons February 2018 Tau Empire March 2018
Necrons March 2018 Drukhari April 2018 Looking at the list after 10 more releases raising the count to 16 total the ratio of Imperium-to-Chaos-to-Xenos changes a bit. The totals after 16 releases are 7 Imperium, 4 Chaos, and 5 Xenos books respectively. Drukhari jumped the line this time around, but some others got pushed way deeper.
Harlequins May 2018 Deathwatch May 2018 Imperial Knights June 2018 Space Wolves August 2018 Orks November 2018 Genestealer Cults February 2019 Going up to 22 codexes the totals move up to 10 Imperium, 4 Chaos, and 8 Xenos, skewing the balance even moreover to Imperium and Xenos. Granted Xenos has entirely different races
comprised in them, while Imperium and Chaos are generally speaking different flavors of the same core faction with a few exceptions like Knights and/or Daemons. After about 2 years of the 8th edition, they circled back what we think we can safely say are their big sellers- Marines. Chaos Space Marines (2nd Edition) March 2019 Chaos
Knights July 2019 Space Marines (2nd Edition) August 2019 Ultramarines (Space Marines) August 2019 White Scars (Space Marines) August 2019 Iron Hands (Space Marines) September 2019 Ravenguard (Space Marines) September 2019 Imperial Fists (Space Marines) October 2019 Salamanders (Space Marines) October 2019 Adepta
Sororitas November 2019 Finally tallying 32 total Codex/supplement releases we have the full 8th edition lineup in view. The final totals are 17 Imperium, 5 Chaos, and 8 Xenos making a smooth 30 books for the full lineup. However, 6 of the last Imperium additions were just supplements for Space Marines. Hard to believe that was literally three
years ago (more or less) right? Heck, the 9th Edition Space Marines codex was announced less than a full year had passed since the second 8th Edition one had been released. Imperium Nihilus: Vigilus Defiant (Ultramarines) December 2018 Imperium Nihilus: Vigilus Ablaze (Black Legion) April 2019 Psychic Awakening: Phoenix Rising (Craftworlds,
Drukhari & Index: Ynnari) October 2019 Psychic Awakening: Faith & Fury (Chaos Space Marines & Space Marines) November 2019 Psychic Awakening: Blood of Baal (Blood Angels & Tyranids) December 2019 Psychic Awakening: Ritual of the Damned (Dark Angels, Grey Knights & Thousand Sons) January 2020 Psychic Awakening: The Greater Good
(Tau, Astra Militarum & Genestealer Cults) February 2020 Psychic Awakening: Saga of the Beast (Space Wolves & Orks) March 2020 Psychic Awakening: Engine War (Adeptus Mechanicus, Imperial Knights, Chaos Knights & Chaos Daemons) June 2020 Psychic Awakening: War of the Spider (Adeptus Custodes, Sisters of Silence, Assassins, Death
Guard & Agents of Bile) June 2020 Psychic Awakening: Pariah (Adepta Sororitas, Necrons & Index: Inquisition) July 2020 The narrative expansions took place over the course of nearly 2 years and offered minor updates and changes to 29 factions and sub-factions, Some of which like Agents of Bile were brand new! These books also served the
purpose of accelerating the 40k story forward as it was relatively still during the course of the edition up until this point sans the Vigilus storyline. Now, they are releasing the Nachmund, Charadon and Octarius books alongside the releases. So this is a new way to go about it, instead of waiting until most of the books are out, they are just giving small
rules updates along with the new books. 9th Edition Release Schedule so Far Necrons October 2020 Space Marines October 2020 Deathwatch November 2020 Space Wolves November 2020 Blood Angels December 2020 Dark Angels January 2021 Death Guard January 2021 Drukhari March 2021 Adeptus Mechanicus May 2021 Adeptus Sororitas
June 2021 Grey Knights August 2021 Thousand Sons August 2021 Orks September 2021 Black Templars November 2021 Adeptus Custodes January 2022 Genestealer Cult January 2022 Tau February 2022 Aeldari March 2022 Tyranids April 2022 Chaos Knights May 2022 (army box) Imperial Knights May 2022 Xenos are now pretty much all released
considering the Aeldari book took up basically three books from the previous year. Charadon: Book of Rust January 2021 Charadon: Book of Fire July 2021 War Zone Octarius Book 1: Rising Tide October 2021 War Zone Octarius Book 2: Critical Mass November 2021 The supplements have had some new Armies of Renown and specific Subfaction
rules, but not a crazy amount of rules for any one army. They generally were released soon after the main codex with more rules. What Codex Books Are Next For Warhammer 40k: Form new Daemons and Imperial Guard codex books seem the most likely candidates. After that? It’s hard to say mainly because they haven’t released too many teasers
yet. Still, we have seen Leagues of Votann, but maybe before them, we’ll hopefully get the existing books taken care of. So with that, let’s look at what is still to come: Chaos Space Marines (Released) Imperial Guard Daemons Various Space Marine Chapters (6 like before?) Space Marines 2.0 (like before) Inquisition/Assassins (if not White Dwarf
fodder again) Leagues of Votann (will most likely make it before 10th) This isn’t in exact order but could be close. However, with so many books left, and 2023 as the tentative date for 10th edition Warhammer 40k, World Eaters look like they will be pushed back. Does This Mean a Rotation is Coming in 2023 GW has been trying to keep a 3-year cycle
for new editions as of late. And, with how many books are already out, there is a chance near the end of 2023 we could easily see a revamp on the way. Obviously, they still have quite a few books to get through but with all the Xenos armies taken care of (once Nids come out) and Chaos on the horizon, it is totally possible. Especially considering they
really don’t have too many main books left if you don’t count all the Chaos and Space Marine books. They still have plenty of time left to stay on track and if they do, we’ll have to see how they revamp it along with the quarterly balance updates. Plus, we have also heard rumors that the 10th Edition Warhammer 40k Starter box set may be Tyranids
and Space Marines… Click Gallery below for full-size images. View Gallery: 35 Images Here’s the most up-to-date list of new Games Workshop bits from preview models that we should watch out for. Click on the gallery above to see dozens of Rumor Engines with new models still left to be revealed! All the Newest GW Model & Rules Previews For
2022 What codex book releases do you think will be coming next before 10th Edition Warhammer 40k? Let us know in the comments of our Facebook Hobby Group, or our new Discord server, and make sure you enter the latest monthly giveaway for FREE today! Get ad-free access to the site, a monthly crate of miniatures, and support some of the
best creators out there for as little as $6 a month on Patreon! NECRONSAEONS HAVE THEY SLUMBERED, WHILE STARS HAVE WHEELED THROUGHTHE HEAVENS AND EMPIRES HAVE RISEN AND FALLEN TO DUST. YET ALL THINGS HAVE THEIR TIME, AND AMIDST THE FLAMES AND MADNESS OF THE GALAXY'S DEATH THROES, SO
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you need to conquer the lesser races once and for all.The Necrons are amongst the most Collecting a Necron army for They are also a fantastic army forancient and powerful races in the gthaelayxy. Warhammer 40,000 battles puts all of collectors and painters. With theirArmoured bodies of living metal, this eldritch might at your disposal. The
artificial bodies bearing clear details,advance in inexorable lockstep upon Necrons offer a great many advantages, these models can be made Battle Readytheir terrified foes. Their weapons whether you are a brand new collector or with incredible speed and ease, and stillunleash the fundamental energies of a seasoned veteran of tabletop warfare.
look striking when gathered togetherthe cosmos, even as flickering portals Necron forces are tremendously resilient, on the tabletop. Alternatively, thosebeam Necrons into battle from across able to soak up punishment that would who wish to can lavish hours of skilledimpossible interstellar gulfs. Shattered leave many armies in tatters. In return,
attention into picking 'out every intricateshards of insane star gods warp reality they level spectacular fusillades at their feature of the Necrons' android forms,itself to annihilate the enemy, even as enemies, from salvoes of gauss energy in order to bring to life some of the mostderanged nobles command mighty that can atomise infantry and armour
eerie, menacing and evocative-lookingwar engines to eradicate their victims alike, to beams of star-fire, cracklingwholesale. Terrible, monstrous beings webs of living lightning and lethal blasts .models in the Warhammer 40,000 galaxy.with bladed limbs and glowing eyes stalk of force that weaponise time itself1 With In the pages that follow, you will
find atheir victims from the shadows, attacking teleportation technologies and war wealth of background detail about thein sudden explosions of insane butchery. engines that give them a potent turn of Necron race, their ahlissotofirny,ddfyunllarsutileess andAs the Necrons' archeotechnological speed, an array of specialist units that conflicts. You will
fortomb cities rise up from below and their fulfil almost every strategic niche and amassing your own mighty legions, aseerie invasion fleets sweep down from mighty combatants capable of besting well as a fantastic array of inspirationalthe skies, their enemies feel the icy grip the gNaelcarxoyn'ssgarreeattersutlywaarfraicotrisonintobabtetle, art and
photography, representing theof terror clutch their hearts; surely their the reckoned with. Necron race in all its insane grandeur anddoom is upon them. timeless, pitiless horror. 34041FILE: N/TW387 - NECRON DESTROYER CULT VARIANTS Aspects of Destruction Destroyer Cults make for a diverse and macabre sight, their bodies twisted into
optimised mechanisms of murder. Most Destroyers retain the dynastic colours they wore before their descent into madness, if only because altering them is not relevant to the business of killing, and is thus perceived as a waste of time and resource. Skorpekh Destroyer Ophydian Destroyers42FILE: SRR/390/0 - NECRON DESTROYER HEAVY
ARMAMENTS Lokhust Heavy Destroyer with enmitic exterminator Hexmark DestroyerLokhust Heavy Destroyer with gauss destructor 43Szarekh, the Silent King44 Page 2 IMOTEKH THE STORMLORD 8 POWER M WS BS s T w A Ld Sv No. Name 6" 2+ 2+ s s 6 4 10 2+ 1 lmotekh the Stormlord lmotekh the Stormlord is equipped with: G auntlet of
Fire; Staff ofthe Destroyer. Your army can only include one IMOTEKH THE STORMLORD model. RANGE TYPE s AP D ABILITIES WEAPON Gauntlet of Fire 12" Assault 06 Each time an attack is made 5 -1 1 with this weapon, that attack automatically hits the target. Staff ofthe Destroyer (shooting) 18" Assault 3 6 -3 2 Staff of the Destroyer [melee)
Melee Melee + 1 -3 2 ABILITIES LivingMetal, Command Protocols (pg 80-81) Lord of the Storm: Once per battle, in your Shooting My Will Be Done: In your Command phase, you can select phase, this model can call the storm. If it does, select one one friendly SAUTEKH CORE unit within 9" of this unit. enemy model within 48" of and visible to it (you
can only Until the start of your next Command phase, each time a select a CHARACTER model with a Wounds characteristic model in that unit makes an attack, add 1 to that attack's of 9 or less if it is the closest enemy model to lmotekh). hit roll. Each unit can only be selected for this ability once Roll one 06 for each other enemy unit within 6" ofthat
per phase. model: on a 4+, that unit suffers 03 mortal wounds. Then roll one 06: on a 4+, that model suffers 3 mortal wounds. Relentless March (Aura) : While a friendly SAUTEKH CORE unit is within 6" of this model, each time that unit is Grand Strategist: If your army is Battle-forged, you selected to make a Normal Move or Advance, until the end
receive 2 additional Command Points if you selectthis ofthe phase, add 1" to the Move characteristic of models model as your WARLORD. in that unit. Phaeron: This model can use its My Will Be Done one Phase Shifter: This model has a 4+ invulnerable save. additional time per turn. FACTION DKSE:YIWN FOARNDTSR:YN, ECRONS, SAUTEKH R O
N , OVERLORD, NO B LE, I MOTEKH THE STO R M LORD KEYWOR CHARACTER, PHAE ORIKAN TH E DIVINER 6 POWER sM WS BS T w A Ld Sv No. Name S" 3+ 3+ 4 4 s 2 10 4+ 1 Drikan the Diviner Orikan Empowered S" 2+ 2+ 7 7 5 4 10 4+ Orikan the Diviner is equipped with: Staff ofTomorrow. Your army can only include one ORIKAN THE
DIVINER model. WEAPON RANGE TYPE s AP D ABILITIES Staff ofTomorrow Melee Melee User -3 Each time an attack is made with this weapon, 03 invulnerable saving throws cannot be taken against that attack. ABILITIES Living Metal, Command Protocols (pg 80-8 1) Timesplinter Mantle: This model has a 4+ Master Chronomancer: In your
Command phase, you can invulnerable save. select one friendly N ECRONS unit within 9" of this model. The Stars Are Right: In your Command phase, ifthis Until the start of your next Command phase, you can re model is on the battlefield, roll one 06: if the result is roll charge rolls made forthat unit and models in that unit less than the current battle
round number, then until have a 5+ invulnerable save. the end ofthe battle, use the Orikan Empowered profile Prescient Strike: At the start of the Fight phase, if this for this model (note that any wounds it has already lost model is within Engagement Range of any enemy units, it remain lost]. can fight first that phase. FACTION DKSE:YIWN
OFARNDTSR:YN, ECRONS CHRONOMANCER, DYNASTIC AG ENT, CRYPTEK, O R I KAN KEYWOR C H A RA C T E R , THE DIVINER82
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